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We have exposed a large stack of ll.ford K.S emulsion to the 1.15-Bev/c 

separated K .. beam developed. by Oood and Ticho. 1 By area scanDing we have 

located some 600 interactions with emulsion nuclei. This report deals with 

two groupe of data: (A) An·unbiaaed sample of lOZ interaction&, and (B) A 

selected group of interaction& which produced more than one prona near the 

minimum of ionisation or which gave evidence of strange-particle prociuction 

in the plate in which the event was located. 

The results of this study are as follows: 

(a) clear evidence for the reactions I<- + N - w + w + Y and 

K'" + N - K. + N + "' + w , 

(b) evidence for the reaction K. + N + N - Y + Y + K.0 or 

K .. +N- ;::<'"'_..KO f,U db ..., ,... o owe ry S: .. +N-Y+Y, 

(c) a possible case of a ''caacad.e hyper fragment "• that is, one which 

contains two unite of negative strangeness, 

(d.) :ho cascade particle or K+ meson was 4efinitely identified • 

• Thie work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
1 Alvat"ez, Eberhard, Oood, Orazia.n.o, Ticho, and Wojcicki, Phye. Rev. 

I...ett • ..!!. Zl5 (1959). 
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A. The Analysis of an Unbia!_!d Sample of lOZ Stars 

The interactions studied in this portion of our analysis include all of 

the events located in a single pellicle. Baaed upon the relative populations 

of K:11':~ in the beam ao e8timated by Alvarez et al. , 1 we estimate that 93o/o 

of these stars were produced by K- mesons. 

In Table l we summarize the salient features of this analysis. 

Table I 

Summary of analysis of lOZ stars 

K . Prong ' ' 
Distribution of reaction products 

Distribution 

8ev/c: Mean Mode HF I;* Zn l'lf 
::t K- Stable ~/ -'If inelastic 1t 1t 

1.15 6.5 5 7 zs 7 35 49 3 584 9/19 

All the particles produced in these interactions were followed until 

they came to rest (594), or interacted, decayed, or left the emulsion stack, 

(74). In only a few cases were the tracks not suitably oriented for analysis. 

It is recognized that area scanning could bias our prong distribution 

toward large stars. The observed distribution. extended to 15 prongs (1 event) 

and reac:bed a maximum at 5 prongs (17 events). Only 3 stars of Z prongs 

were found.. which leads us to believe that 0- and 1-prong stars are probably 

rare. The shape of the distribution impl!ee that the &canning bias may be 

slight. 
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Of the 7 hyperfragmenta, four have sufficient range ( ,1011) to be 

clearly separated from the K- star; the others have ranges less than Zt-L. Six 

are nonmeeonic decays, but one of the very short hyperfragmente is a possible 

meaonic d.ecay. All of the hyperfraaments obaerved are produced in stare with 

eight or more pronas, and of the four largest stare (ll to 15 prongs), three 

give rise to hyperlragments. 

The ener;gy distribution of the charged ~ hyperons is shown iD Fig. 1. 

A total of ZS pronga were identified u .z;; particles by their subsequent decay 

in flight or by their interaction, either in flight or at rest. There wae no clear 

case of a decay at rest. Wo have not aa yet followed the secondaries from 

the E decays in flight, and thus no reliable estimate of the "L+/r.- ratio can 

be given. No estimates have been made of the number of E hyperons misa•d 

among 0-prong z• interactions at rest nor among ~+ d.ecays in fli.ght via 

+ 0 ~ - p + 1'1' , which may have been interpreted as small-angle proton scatters .. 

Combining tho numbera of hyperfragmente and charged I: hyperona, we 

fhad that about one-third of the stars yield visible negative strangenesa. 

We have observed. seven interactions that lead to double-pion emission. 

In thia sample of atars, no event waa found in which both pions came to rest. 

However. one of the pair came to rest in six caaes. and in all case a the 

accompanying pions were elenrly identified by difierential grain counting. A 

charged I: hyperon was alsocpro<luced in two eaamplee exhibiting double-pion 

emission. 

There were· 35 event. in which a single charged pion was emitted; of 

theae, 13 were accompanied by a charged hyperon. 
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• + . 
A tO'tal of 19 'II' ancl 9 w meaona emitted from stare came to reet 

in the emulsion. Figure Z preeenta the energy distribution o£ all the emitted 

piona. The general form of the dietribu.tion ia a bzooad peak of the energies 

between 10 and 70 Mev, with a hip-energy tail extending to about 700 Mev. 

The low-eneray portion of the dietribu.tion can be attributed to the effect& of 

multiple coW•1oae of the pions within the nucleu• belore emialion ancl to the 

eeneral reduction of eneriY clue to multiple piOft procluetion. 

Three eases of K- re-emiaaion were ob&erved. In each instance the 

kinetic energy wu areater than ZSO Mev, and none ot the•e K meaona ·~~ t · 

&-e•t. The hlp eneray of the K particles toaetber. with the fact that there waa 

no evidence for asaociated. production makee it unlikely that any of these particle• 

were K+ mesons. 
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P'rom tho•• events selected. ae~ording to criteria for Group (B) a1 

detlcl'ibed. above, we have choten sa events whie.b. actually produced evidence 

of •trance-particle production for thia ·aoction. None o! the events which. 

comprise Group A are included in this an&lyeie. The re-~a for employing 

theae criteria for the eelection of events were to search m.o:re effectively !or 

casc:ade partic:les, or evidence fC)r them, and to place upon a firmer baaie 

the ~eac::tione (a) and (b) that were obs-erved or indicated in Oroup A. 

The,eaulte of these analyse a are awllm&rized in Table U. 

Table u. 

Summary of data on selected ata:-e from which. strange parUele• .-em,er~e 

''X' ype . , . , • • • ~ • • • ' • ! • ' • !• (\ •. H.F. i • ' ~ n 'f 
f 

< l ! 
.l 

; ~ ~ 

~ $ l ~~ ! 

I 
't l ' ~ ~ l l Numbe-r 11 6 0 11{ 1 ~·' ·lh r: .. 1: 

~ ~ . )[ ,4 p 

u ;.ij4 ., 4 ~ .• •. ; I'· ~53 t 
Averaa• 6.4 6.9 ' - I stable 

' 
i ' 

prona1. J J e t 
-r., .. -

Double •pion pl'o4uctiOD t: r••ctiOD. ( 1) ·~: W&8 oh•aoved iD 7 etara. 1n three 

of theae, both pions wer• broupt to reat. Two neaative picme etoppeci in two of 

theae caae• (l:+ + l1r"'), ancS pl.ona oi oppoeite charae stopped 1ft the other 

(E. + .. - + tt+). The pion• wel'e uaociated with E hyperou (JL+, u·, li;*) 

in six events and with a re·emitted K- in one evet:lt. No event in which tlu'ee 

or more cbarae4 pion• were emittecl waa detected. 

l . 

6 
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Five events were found that indicated production of two hyperons. 

Only one case waa definite. ln. this case two prongs were hyperfragment•. 

one undergoing mesonic decay and the other forming a two-prong star. In 

the less-well-defined events, all of the interactions emitted one Z hyperon 

that was identified by its decay. ln each instance, however, an additional 

prong interacted, either in fiight or at rest, in auch a manner aa to strongly 

indicate that it was a. I: particle. 

Only one K- interaction displayed the necessary features for the 

emission of a cascade hyperfraament. (The absorption of a cascade particle 

in a nucleus is expected to yield two la..-nbc1a hyperone of relatively low energy.) 

The event appears as a triple-centered star. The prongs a.re but several 

rr.Ucrons long and their identification was not possible. Although this event 

fits the criteria for a cascade hyperfra2ment as described above, an equally 

valid interpretation would be the formation of a h~rfragment by a elow 

z;- hyperon. 

Inelastically scattered K- mesons accompanied by 0, 1, and 2. pions 

were seen. The K- particles were iden-iecl by their characteristic inter

actions (4 at rest, 1 in flight). The energy di•tribution of the re-emitted 

K- meeons varied from 6 to 2.70 Mev. Despite the bias of our selection 

criteria. it appears significant that piona are eo frequently produced in 

association with inelastic scattering. It also accounts for the broad energy 

spectrum of tbe scattered x· m•aona, which otherwise could only be under

stood by aseumption of multiple collisions within the. nuc:leu•. 

We wish to acknowledge the aa•lstance afforded us during the emulsion 

exposure by Dr. Myron Oood and Professor Harold K. Ticho. Our group of 

scanning technicians must be given recognition for their rapid. and hiahly 

efficient work that contributed. much to thie study. 
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FIOUFE LEO:E.NDS 

Fig. 1. Observed energy distribution of the charged l. hyperona baaed upon 

an unbiased sample of lOZ interactions. 

Fig. 2. Observed dietribution of kinetic energies for the emitted c·harged 

pions. Charge is assigned !or pions that came to rest in emulsion. 
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